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Nick M. Facer Published 09/1/2013 Game Guides Rating: Unrated The Last Room is pretty simple in terms of meeting at the center of it, the Centurion Master gnome, a particularly loose design sample, is waiting in its charging dock.  You can activate it by attacking it from a distance, or completely enter
the room rather than the hidden ones that you choose up to you.  Once you've made your presence known, the thing will unhitch away the steamers and charge you in a glorious battle!  If you entered the room without yourself, the Dwarf Sphere Keeper would join as well, but such an enemy has no real
consequences next to the Master of Centurion.  Dwarf Centurion is a huge and very durable enemy, equipped with a hammer and an axe, which he will use to mash and cripple you in a thin paste faster than almost any other melee enemy you can find who is not a giant.  Just to make things worse, it will
sometimes vent the burning steam on you in a big cone for a few seconds, probably doing terrible damage to any followers you have together at the same time. Since the poisons won't work on the machine, the hidden archers are a bit out of their element here and will need to throw Master Centurion
arrows out as far away as they can, hoping to destroy it before he can finish his slightly clumsy sprint to the doors.  Magicians can make a certain amount with frosty spells to keep the thing away, but no one archer or master has to be spry on their feet and fast with their potions to survive the battle. 
Getting behind Centurion is a bit of work, but it's worth it as the thing turns quite slowly and it's pretty easy to hide from it behind the features of the room, so it has to slowly march around them.  The Guardian sphere makes this touch harder, but can be taken out safely if your follower is tough enough to
serve as a distraction, or you're fast enough to run around the pillar out of the path of a massive siege soldier. Once Centurion and his companion are down, scour the room and scour his hard-two platforms here can only be reached by crossing steam pipes, and they hold most of the gnome oil and two-
dimensional metal that can be melted into ingots, as well as a partial set of dwarf armor and a Greatsword gnome.  A small room behind the lever-driven gate holds chest and more scrap, and the Mjoll sword can be found in a blood spatter next to the Centurion's steam dock. If you need to use the dwarf
device for the game's main quest, you can also open the gate here to find it, allowing you to use the Attunement sphere to access Blackreach.  Coming here has a secondary purpose as well, since you can pick up the Greatsword gnome here, it can lead you to the attention of the Dwemer studying the
scientist Markarth, Calcelmo.With In hand, go back to Riften and show Mjoll your prize. She will thank you for getting her blade, and therefore be available to you not only as a follower, but for the prospect of marriage. Aereen is concerned about her friend's willingness to go out and in the dungeons, but
she tells him that she doesn't need to be here to try to help the situation in Riften for him - he can do it himself with sufficient effort and training on his part. Other articles in this series are shown below: Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever
Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Bandit Archaeologists Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Dig into Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Dig into Sky sidelinerims- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever Bandit End Sky , and Grimsever: Golem is a plural
Golem Skyrim Sidelines-Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Pitch Too Falmer Skyrim sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Pitch Too Falmer Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Falmer over water Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Falmer over water Skyrim
sidelines- Mzinll, Mjoll, and Grimsever: The Sunken Treasures of Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever , Mjoll, and Grimsever: The Sunken Treasure of Skyrim Sidelines, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Open Air May Not Be the Right Term Skyrim sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and
Grimsever: Home Stretching (For Some Values Homes) Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Level Boss Skyrim Sidelines- Mzinchaleft, Mjoll, and Grimsever: Level Boss Comment Placement was disabled on this article by Grimsever, a glass sword owned by Mjoll. Mjoll is a lioness as a
follower He was lost years ago in the ruins of the Dwemer. Without it, I feel almost as defenseless as a newborn. I don't think I'll ever be able to find a replacement. The return of the Grimsever Lioness is a quest available in Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, in which Dragonbourne must recover the lost Glass Sword
of Grimsever for the Lioness's Myoll in Riften. The contents of the show ObjectivesEdit Locate Grimsever Return to Mjoll WalkthrroughEdit Mjoll the Lioness tells Dragonborn that in her last endeavors she was nearly killed by Gnosth Centurion in the ruins of Mzinchalef. Barely alive, she was rescued by
Aerin, who then brought her back to Riften and cared for her to say hello. However, she lost her sword, Grimsever. To get the search for Mjoll, Dragonborn must be at least level 14, and Mjoll must be friendly towards them. The easiest way to get her favor is to just agree with her that the Guild in Riften
Riften In addition, Mjoll's favor can be obtained by performing tasks for the citizens of Riften. For more information on the step-by-step dungeon, see Mzinchaleft. In the final section are the gates of Mzinchalefta (which also contains a passage to Blackrich), aligned dwarf Centurion and the dwarf sphere.
Behind the Centurion (right of the arch where he started) is Grimsweier, next to a blood spatter. Once Grimsever is taken, it can be returned to Mjoll to complete the quest. As a reward, Mjoll will become available as a follower. TriviaEdit Once Mjoll is a follower, she can be given the best weapon, and
Grimsever is taken. This allows Grimsever to operate the property without any consequences. Return JournalEdit Grimsever - FreeformRiften09 IDJournal Record 20 Target 10: Find Grimsever 30 Goal 20: Return to Mjoll 200 BugsEdit This section contains errors related to the return of Grimsever. Before
adding an error to this list, consider this: Please restart the old save to confirm if an error is still occurring. If an error is still going on, please post an error report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1, PS3/PS4, PC/MAC, NX, depending on which platform (s) the bug was detected on. Be descriptive
when listing errors and fixes, but avoid conversations in the description and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong on the appropriate forum board.  360 Dragonbourne may not be able to interact with Grimsever. The bow and arrow can be used to knock him off the ledge he sits on. Then
it can be taken from the ground.  PC 360 PS3 Mjoll lioness can't give a quest. This can be solved by getting a level (including actually raising the level in the skill menu) and then talking to it a second time.  PC PS3 Sometimes when following the arrow of the quest that leads to the street, the game will
glitch, showing Dragonborn outside and then the screen will disappear. It seems to do it repeatedly.  PC Grimsever may disappear from the entrance if another quest is adopted that changes the interior of Mzinchalefts. This could be the case with extended two-dimensional crossbow plans for the
Dawnguard line. Additem 00053379 combined with the FreeformRiften009 30 scene should fix this. UESPWiki - Your source for Senior Scrolls from 1995 Fast Step Guide (editorial) Detailed step-by-step guide Mjoll Lioness edit Mjoll lioness lives in Riften, where she spends her time speaking out against
the Thieves Guild and talking to her faithful follower Aerin about the vices in the world. Acting on her beliefs, she took responsibility for patrolling the city, which she does every day; from 9am she can be found at the market, at noon she will be inside the bee and barb, and from 6pm she patrols Riften
Street until midnight. Once you reach level 14, however, Mjoll will have more on your mind than just the Thieves Guild. When she was young, she traveled and traveled through Tamriel, but lost her favorite Grimsever blade when she ventured to the ancient Mzinchaleft dwemer. The dangers of ruin almost
took her life, so she left the adventure and settled in Riften. She admits that she feels defenseless without a blade and finds it difficult to find a replacement. You can then offer to help her, and while she will refer to it as a fool errand, she will also allow you to take on the task by adding a token card for
Mzinchaleft. Mzinchalefte Mzinchaleft is a large two-dimensional ruin located in the snow-covered tundra east of Mortal, northwest of the Hall of Fame. The bandits now inhabit the first areas of the ruins and you will encounter up to six of them guarding the entrance. Fight them, find the door and get ready
for a very long dungeon crawl. Once inside, go down the first two slopes and fight with two bandits living by the fire. Go through the tunnels until you reach the room with two bandits and a boiler. Recycle them and require some minor loot from the chest. At the intersection, kill the thug and claim Maluria's
key number from his body and then use it to unlock the gate. During the Dark Brotherhood quest to kill Maluria, the blocks behind the door will be occupied by Maluriem, but during this quest you will find them empty. Read the language skills book Dance on Fire, v7 then retreat to the intersection and
continue southwards. In the next cell you will witness two realms of the sphere to dispose of some thugs before following you. Fight them all and keep heading south, following the path as it spins and turns, and recycling various vending machines along the way. Soon you will reach the area with a handle
and two gates, and a few more pens behind the gate. Pull the only available pen and the gate to the east will open. Pull the new handle and the gate to the south will open. Pull the new handle and retreat to the previous handle and pull it again. Go to the newly opened camera to the south and pull the
handle. Head south again and pull the handle, then retreat to the previous handle and pull it out again. Go back to the first pen and pull it. This opens two gates to the southeast, giving you access to the valve. You will find an unlocked chest and the master locked his chest in a room with a valve. Activate
the valve, and the path will now be clear and provide access to the next area, Mzinchaleft Depth. Depth edit when the elevator brings you down to Mzinchaleft depth, the first thing you notice is the dead Falmer and the recognizable chaurus sound on the other side of the locked door. The door hides a very
large The camera is filled with Falmer's enemies and many secret areas, so be sure to attack every corner before you leave through the door to the east. Two falmer enemies are waiting in the next chamber, so dispose of them and move forward into the tunnel as the system with more Falmer. Watch out
for the tripwire causing the claw trap as you enter the next room and fight even more Falmer and chaurus. In the tents there is a small prey and a dead bandit. Find the tunnel in the north and open the gate to another huge chamber with a fountain in the middle. Fight the inevitable enemies of the Falmers
and head up the bridge to the north. At the top, fight another Falmer and find the button and activate it. This will open the way to the southwest part of the chamber. More Falmer wait on the other side, including the boss, so finish them off and head up the stairs north and enter the third and final zone,
Mzinchaleft Gatehouse. Grimsever'edit in Gatehouse, you will only need to go around the corner before you come across the Dwarf Centurion, who nearly killed Mjoll the lioness back in the day. It will attack immediately and will be accompanied by a dwarf sphere. After the battle, find Grimsever, who is on
the table. Find the boss leveled his chest behind bars north and pull the nearby handle to gain access. Finally, if you have a scope setting, you can access Blackreach from here. When all is said and done, open the western door and activate the handle to be returned to the street, leaving the alternative
entrance west of the main entrance. Back in Riften, you'll find that Myol is patrolling as usual. When you hand her the blade, she will be too impressed: Amazing. To think that you were actually able to reach it and yet go back to tell the story. Rarely in my travels have I encountered those who have skills
equal to your own. I see I still have a lot to learn. If you let me, I would be honored to accompany you on your travels for a while. Also, if you told her of your hopes to join the Thieves Guild, she would instead say: When you told me of your intention to join the Thieves Guild, I honestly don't think we'd talk
much about ever again. But here you are with my weapon, which you could easily sell or save for yourself. Forgive me for my hasty views on you, I see that I was wrong, and that I can learn a lot from you. If you let me, I would be honored to accompany you on your travels for a while. In any case, she will
be available as a follower and a potential candidate for marriage. Grimsever's edit notes can be found in Mzinchaleft before purchasing a related quest from Mjoll. This will open the quest dialogue with her. Level 14 is required for the sword to spawn however. After completing the quest, Mjoll will as a
follower, after which you can trade inventory with her and and Grimsweiler is back. Any blacksmithing updates made in Grimsever before giving it back to Mjoll will be lost, although you can update it again. If you are already level 14 or higher when you first interact with Mjoll, you should also get another
level after your initial conversation and return to it before the dialogue option to start this quest becomes available. The boss fight presents a significant challenge for the Level 14 character, but you don't really have to defeat Centurion to get Grimsever. You can make a run for it, pick up the sword on the
fly and head straight to the exit. Mjoll's edit errors may not give you a quest to get Grimsever despite meeting the above criteria, and Grimsever may not appear in the Mzinchaleft Gatehouse as above. You can use the console to make it your friend with the player.setrelationshiprank 00019DF7 4, which
allows you to recruit her as a follower. After using her as a follower for a few days, she can give you a quest, and Grimsever has to give birth. You can use the console code player.additem 00053379 1 to give yourself a sword and then talk to her and give it to her. This can lead to two copies of Grimsever
present in the game. If you level up, then talk to Mjoll again the quest will start normally. You still have to be level 14 or more. The quest Stages Edit The Return of Grimsever (FreeformRiften009) Stage completes the quest magazine Record 20 Goal 10: Find Grimsever 30 Goal 20: Return to Mjoll 200
Completes the quest The next empty stages of the quest were omitted from the table: 10, 250. 250. locate grimsever skyrim walkthrough
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